1. IMF’S LATEST HOUSING MARKET ASSESSMENTS
▪

Czech Republic (Article IV): “Construction activity declined after the financial crisis and
has yet to recover to levels seen in 2009. The effect is particularly noticeable in Prague, for
which housing completions have not kept pace with housing demand. Low numbers of
housing starts imply that the problem will continue for some time. Demand has been driven
mainly by migration within the country and strong demand for prime properties by
foreigners; demand for investment properties is also believed to play a significant role”, says
IMF’s latest report on Czech Republic.

▪

Denmark (Article IV): “Vulnerability risks stemming from high household leverage and
rising house prices require coordinated policy actions, including enhancing the
macroprudential toolbox, reducing overly favorable tax incentives, and relaxing housing
supply restrictions”, says IMF’s latest report on Denmark.

▪

Germany (Article IV): “Staff analysis suggests that house prices have risen faster than can
be explained by demand and supply fundamentals in Germany’s major cities. House prices
are rising moderately at the aggregate level, but have increased at double-digit rates in some
hot spots where they appear overvalued. Housing demand is driven by rising household
income, large immigration flows in recent years, and low interest rates (…). On the supply
side, stringent zoning restrictions (including for environmental protection) and high and
rising capacity utilization (including labor shortages) in the construction sector prevent a
more agile response of supply to price developments. House prices are most overvalued in
Munich, Hamburg, Hannover, and Frankfurt, and are estimated to be more than 20 percent
above their fundament level on average in major German cities (…). The Bundesbank
obtains similar overvaluation estimates for some German cities in its latest assessment. As
recommended in the past, lowering the effective burden of tax on new construction and
reexamining zoning restrictions, in particular where demand is not likely to abate, would
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help mitigate price pressures”, says IMF’s latest report on Germany.
▪

Lithuania (Article IV): “Household credit remained strong, rising by 7 percent thanks to
solid wage growth, and coincided with a surge in housing activity. The number of
transactions in the real estate market rose sharply and neared the pre-crisis peak. Moreover,
housing prices, especially in major urban centers, rose sharply, prompting the Bank of
Lithuania (BoL) to raise the countercyclical capital buffer by 0.5 percentage points in
December 2017. Nonetheless, the stock of credit is still modest at 41 percent of GDP, well
below the pre-crisis peak of 68 percent of GDP. Similarly, housing prices remain
significantly below their 2007 peak, especially when adjusted for inflation. Financial
soundness indicators remain strong. Lithuania’s banking system is well capitalized, liquid,
and profitable despite the low interest rate environment. Nevertheless, spillovers from realestate related vulnerabilities in Nordic parent banks, which control most of Lithuania’s
financial sector, remain a risk”, says IMF’s latest report on Lithuania.

▪

Mongolia (Staff Report): “(…) …and housing prices stabilized after years of deflation, in
line with stronger economic activity and household lending”, says IMF’s latest report on
Mongolia.

▪

New Zealand (Selected Issues): “The housing market is cooling but managing housingrelated risks remain challenging. Rising house prices were associated with rapid household
credit growth through 2016. Given the slower rise in income, house price-to-income ratios
reached unprecedented levels, especially in Auckland where the surge in house prices has
been stronger. Household credit growth has moderated in 2017 while household debt
continued to rise from already high levels. Given the underlying shortages in housing supply,
the moderation in house prices is expected to be slow”, says IMF’s latest report on New
Zealand.

▪

Sri Lanka (Article IV): “Credit growth decelerated gradually to 14.7 percent (y/y) in
December 2017 from its 28.5 percent peak in July 2016. However, credit to construction
continued to grow rapidly at around 22.5 percent in 2017, reflecting buoyant real estate
markets for both personal and commercial properties. Land prices in Colombo appreciated
by 10.4 percent (y/y) in December 2017. Real lending rates stood at above 5 percent for
most of 2017 but increased to about 7 percent in February 2018 with the deceleration in
inflation”, says IMF’s latest report on Sri Lanka.

▪

United States (Article IV): “Housing finance and the U.S. housing market have not been
reformed comprehensively. To date, no legislative or executive action has been taken to
reduce substantially the footprint of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac (“Enterprises”). However,
as conservator, the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) has required market-based
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credit risk transfers from the Enterprises to the private sector at an increasing level since
2013. The Enterprises have also jointly developed a common securitization platform and
have announced that they will issue a new uniform mortgage backed security starting June
2019. These Enterprise reforms have been accomplished administratively and have not
reformed the entire housing finance system, which would require legislative action”, says
IMF’s latest report on the United States.
▪
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Vietnam (Article IV): “Real estate prices have rebounded from the lows seen in the GFC
but remain well below the highs of 2008. Price-to-rent ratios suggest that the increase in
property prices is in line with growing demand for housing from a rapidly growing urban
middle class with rising incomes (…). The availability of affordable housing is also
increasing, supported in part by low-interest mortgage lending by SOCBs”, says IMF’s
latest report on Vietnam.
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2. THE SURGE IN SECOND HOME INVESTMENTS: CAUSES,
CONSEQUENCES, AND CURES
In this interview, Christian Hilber explores a recent global phenomenon: the surge of investment
in second homes and the subsequent political backlash against wealthy investors. Building on his
research, he discusses the causes of the surge, the consequences, and possible cures. Hilber is
Professor of Economic Geography at the London School of Economics.

On the causes…
Hites Ahir: As you know, there has been a surge in second home investments across several
countries. This refers to investment in property that is not used as primary residence, a
house bought for leisure or investment purposes or a mix of the two. Could you give us
some numbers that show how big is the investment boom in second homes?
Christian Hilber: The data are patchy but it appears the surge emerged in the mid-1990s. It has
been more moderate in some countries, rather dramatic in others. The US or Canada belong to
the former category: Between 1995 and 2005, the number of second homes increased by 20%
and 22%, respectively. The UK or China belong to the latter category. The number of second
homes in the UK has more than doubled between 1995 and 2013. In China, the number of
investors surged from 6.6% of urban households in 2002 to 15% in 2007.

Hites Ahir: What explains this surge in second home investments?
Christian Hilber: A staggering amount of wealth accumulation among a growing cohort of ‘top
earners’ certainly contributed. As housing is a normal good, a rise in income and wealth implies
greater housing demand. And one way this manifests itself at the top end of the income and
wealth distribution is growing consumption of second homes. But housing is also an investment
good: A growing cohort of wealthy implies more investment in second homes. A lack of
attractive alternative investment opportunities further reinforces the surge.
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On the consequences…
Hites Ahir: What have been the consequences of this development?
Christian Hilber: The surge in second home investments has triggered a serious political
backlash in many countries. Some countries such as the UK and cities such as Vancouver
introduced substantive transaction taxes on the purchase of second homes, others, such as
touristic places in Switzerland or St. Ives in Cornwall, banned new second home investments
altogether.
Figure 1: Newspaper coverage of sentiments against second home investors

Sources: Evening Standard, International Business Times, BBC News, Guardian
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Hites Ahir: As you know, there is a growing recent literature that focuses on the role played
by residential real estate investors in housing markets. Could you give us a brief summary
of this literature?
Christian Hilber: The emerging literature can be divided into two strands. The first explores the
role of speculative real estate investors during the last US housing boom and bust. Haughwout et
al. (2011) find that investors were overrepresented in booming states, were prone to misreport
their intentions to occupy their property, bid more aggressively during the boom, and defaulted at
a much higher rate than owner-occupiers during the bust. Chinco and Mayer (2016) provide
evidence that it was out-of-town second-house buyers rather than locals who behaved like
misinformed speculators. Bayer et al. (2015) establish a causal link between speculative investor
behavior and housing price booms.
The second strand focuses on international second home investments in superstar cities such as
Paris (Cvijanovic and Spaenjers, 2015), London (Badarinza and Ramadorai, 2016; Sá, 2016), or
NYC (Suher, 2016; Favilukis and Van Nieuwerburgh, 2017). In a nutshell, what these studies
find is that investors, who possess a ‘home bias abroad’, concentrate in specific (desirable) areas,
thereby increasing local house prices and transaction volumes very locally. Favilukis and Van
Nieuwerburgh (2017) investigate the welfare effects. They find that higher levels of out-of-town
buyers are associated with higher house prices and lower welfare. However, taxing purchases
made by foreign investors can lead to welfare gains to the extent fiscal revenues are used to
finance local public goods.

Hites Ahir: You have a working paper on The Housing Market Impacts of Constraining
Second Home Investments with Olivier Schöni (University of Bern). What gaps your paper
fills within the existing literature?
Christian Hilber: We provide a theoretical framework that illustrates the various theoretical
mechanisms at play and reveals under what conditions we should expect constraints on second
home investments to have positive or negative effects on local housing and labor markets. The
main contribution however is empirical in nature. Exploiting a unique quasi-natural experiment
in Switzerland, we are able to identify the causal economic impacts of constraining second home
investments.
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Hites Ahir: In your paper, you discuss the Second Home Initiative? What is it?
Christian Hilber: Initiatives are an instrument of direct democracy that allow Swiss citizens to
modify the country’s constitution. Initiatives must be approved by the majority of voters and
cantons.
The Second Home Initiative (SHI) requested that construction of new second homes is banned in
municipalities where such homes represent more than 20% of the total housing stock. The SHI
was approved by the narrowest of margins—50.6% of votes and 13.5 of 26 cantons—in March
2012. It came into force in January of 2013. Voters in touristic municipalities with very high
shares of second homes were heavily opposed (see Figure 3), presumably due to fears about
adverse effects on the local economy. This is in contrast to voters in the larger cities who favored
the initiative.
Figure 2: Second Home Initiative: The Yes and No Campaigns

Sources: www.zweitwohnungsinitiative.ch and INFOsperber. Yes-Campaign: We must stop
setting our landscape in concrete vs. No-Campaign: Approving initiative would destroy your
dream of second home.
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Figure 3: Second Home Share and Opposition Against Initiative

Hites Ahir: Intuitively, can you walk us through the mechanisms of how a constraint on
second home investment affects the price of primary and second home?
Christian Hilber: Various mechanisms are at play simultaneously. A constraint on new second
home investments may help preserve the landscape and ‘character’ of a locality. This ‘amenity
effect’—and its anticipation—should be positively capitalized into property values. Of course, a
constraint (ban) on new second homes also makes the supply of second homes very (perfectly)
price-inelastic. This should raise the price of second homes, all else equal. But then there is also
what we call a ‘local economy effect’: A constraint may adversely affect local construction and
other local economic activity—importantly tourism. This will lower prospective earnings and
may increase unemployment. This in turn will adversely affect local demand for and the price of
primary homes.
In a setting where primary and second homes are perfect substitutes, it is theoretically ambiguous
whether the positive or the negative effect dominates. It depends on their relative importance. If
primary and second homes are poor substitutes, then the price effects can go in opposite
directions: positive for second homes and negative for primary homes.
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On the cures…
Hites Ahir: What are the main findings from your paper?
Christian Hilber: We find that banning second home investments in desirable Swiss tourist
locations lowered the price of primary homes (adversely affecting local homeowners), increased
the price of second homes (further raising the wealth of existing second home investors), and
increased unemployment rates (harming immobile local workers), compared to those locations
that were not affected by the ban. These findings suggest that the negative effect on local
economies dominated the positive amenity-preservation effect. It also suggests that constraining
second home investments may reinforce rather than reduce wealth inequality.

Hites Ahir: How should policymakers deal with the surge in second home investments?
Christian Hilber: The political backlash against second home investors is partly driven by
legitimate concerns such as ever more unaffordable housing, destruction of beautiful landscape
or creation of ghost towns during large parts of the year. But banning second home investments
or even transaction taxes are the wrong answer. If the primary goals are to make housing more
affordable, prevent vacant homes and ghost towns, generate more local tax revenue, and reduce
local wealth inequality, then an annual local tax on the value of second homes (or better even: the
value of their land) would be a much superior policy response. It wouldn’t be a ‘free lunch’
though, as the local tourism and construction sectors and their workers are still bound to suffer.
More generally, second home investors—especially foreign ones—are often really just a popular
scapegoat. In England, for example, the housing affordability crisis is predominately driven by
an extremely inflexible and dysfunctional land use planning system and a tax system that
provides virtually no incentives to local authorities to permit residential development. Banning
second home investments or imposing transaction taxes on second home purchases may be
politically popular policies in the short-run. But they don’t do anything to cure the underlying
problems.

Hites Ahir: What kind of questions you would like future research to address on this topic?
Christian Hilber: Data limitations prevented us from exploring the impact of constraints on
housing rents, homeownership attainment, or particular industries. Future research will hopefully
be able to shed some light on these open questions. Moreover, less-recent quasi-natural
experiments could tell us something about long-run sorting effects.
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More generally, while our research focused on highly touristic areas, the backlash against second
home investors is also prevalent in superstar cities, where the local economy effect may be
comparably less important. Exploiting a quasi-natural experiment in a superstar city (such as the
massive transaction tax imposed in Vancouver) could provide valuable insights in a different
setting. Exploring the political economy of the backlash against second home investors might be
another fruitful avenue for future research.
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ABOUT GLOBAL HOUSING WATCH NEWSLETTER
The Global Housing Watch Newsletter aims to present a snapshot of the month's news and
research on global housing markets. If you have suggestions on new material that could be
included or ideas to improve this newsletter, you can send it to Hites Ahir (hahir@imf.org).

*Disclaimer: The views expressed in this note do not necessarily represent those of the IMF or
IMF policy. Also, this note does not independently verify the accuracy of the news, statistics or
events presented in this document.
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